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1. CS/STD/NF) On 22 August 1990, three remote viewin& sessions 
were conducted to determine if narcotics in the form~ 

SG1B- are on board a target vessel identified as the_..... 
If so describe the type of narcotics involved; how " 

packaged; and, where stored and to determine if the illegal drugs 
are being carried by any of the crew members. 

2. CS/STD/NF) Viewer 049 repprted that contraband narcotics are 
present. They have been packaged within long tubes reminiscent 
of those used as the cores for rolls of carpet. These tubes are 
6 inches - 8 inches in diameter, 6 paces long and made of a very 
hard material. They are stacked in a cage-like rack. This rack 
is located just below the corner where the port side hull and the 
deck meet at midship. A catwalk or walkway runs along side and 
parallel to the rack. This rack sits on top of a larger · 
tube/duck which has contained motion within it. The floor of the 
walkway and the surface in which this larger tube/duct sits upon 
are one in the same. There is a rather "cavalier" attitude in 
the attempt to hide the narcotics. A man named OSCAR is 
associated with the drugs. His Job/he is known by the phrase of 
a "typical hatch guy." There are smells of food cooking, 
particularly chicken soup. There is also a musty and dirty smell 
present.• The phrase "off in bay ...•. " is also associated with 
OSCAR. 

3. (S/STD/NF) Viewer 095 reported that the vessel is a large 
gray and black cargo vessel. It is carrying a full load of cargo 
and ~s nearing (within 24 hours) a port where its cargo will be 
immediately unloaded to semi-trucks. The vessel is not carrying 
contraband. The captain of the vessel is a large burly man with 
black wavy hair and dark eyes. He is extremely angry/agitated 
about something. 
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4. (S/STD/NF) Viewer 025 reported that the 
large vessel which is not currently carrying 
form of illegal drugs. 
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